Resistance to the farce builds. It's about damn time!

Over 650 Scientists Challenge Global Warming "Consensus"

Twelve times more than those that put their names to the IPCC report
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Over 650 scientists have put their names to a US Senate Minority report that challenges the contention of the UN's International Panel on Climate Change that there is a scientific "consensus" on the causes of global warming.

http://www.infowars.net/articles/december2008/101208Warming.htm

With our Hydro Assist Fuel Cell and get a guaranteed mileage increase of at least 50% now,
There is no evidence either from ethnographic accounts or archaeological excavations to suggest that rates of accidental trauma or interpersonal violence declined substantially with the adoption of more civilized forms of political organization. In fact, some evidence from archaeological sites and from historical sources suggests the opposite.
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